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Have you ever wondered what happens when we die? Where do we go? Are we greeted by our

loved ones? Is there life after death? Is there a heaven?When Sarina BaptistaÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s

seven-year-old son, J.T., caught the flu and passed away in March 2007, she had many questions

about Heaven. Why did he have to leave? Where is he now? Is this all there is?On a mission to find

her son again, Sarina researched the afterlife from every angle. She knew her son was somewhere,

but where? Six months after J.T.Ã¢â‚¬â„¢s passing, Sarina discovered she was a medium.

Through training and determination, she had found her son and could communicate with him! The

stories he told of his experiences were beyond this world. He shared with her the secrets of Heaven

and how to live a life of purpose on Earth.My View from Heaven is about a little boyÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s

journey to the other side, how he found Heaven, why he had to leave and what he is doing now.

You will never look at your life, or death, the same.
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My View From Heaven; A BoyÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢s Story of His Journey to Heaven And the Purpose



To Life On Earth by Sarina Baptista as told by J.T. Baptista tells the journey of what the author and

her family went through after her son passed over. One must have an open mind due to the

communications that are listed to have taken place after he crossed over to heaven. Chapter Five

tells healing information on how a person can make contact with their loved ones while chapter eight

delves more into the idea of describing heaven and the connection in feeling worthy. Chapter

Thirteen on the purpose of life was healing to me especially because the author revealed that a

person can petition heaven to learn their lessons with greater ease and grace (something I

reluctantly admit to realizing I need to work on). The one area I must gently speak up about is that of

Chapter Eleven. The author means well when her and her son imply that some suicides actually are

taking their lives close to the time that they are meant to die and/or some cases where a family

member takes their own life and others is more or less related to them acting out a

ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Ëœplan.ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢ Even if they are right (which I do gently disagree with so I

must admit my bias) this would open a dangerous door for too many people who are physically

healthy to simply take their lives when they feel worthless instead of trying to overcome the

obstacles to accomplish more than what they originally thought that they would be able to

accomplish. For instance, a perfectly healthy person (whether in their 20ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢s,

30ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢s, 40ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢s, 50ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢s or older) may be going through

tough times because they are not yet living up to their potential and allowing others to make them

feel too incapable and/or stupid to accomplish any of their dreams. Writings such as what is in

chapter 11 may make some of these individuals take their lives in a mistaken notion that maybe

they feel worthless and/or are failing because they are not meant to be around much longer (while

overlooking the fact that it may not simply yet be their time i.e. late bloomers or they simply need to

pursue a different path in life). Fortunately, someone like me who knows others are judging me

based on my perceived intelligence logically and intuitively understands that IÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢m

much more capable to accomplish more than IÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢ve been allowing myself to and just

need to check with my higher self/intuition and the right guidance from others to improve my course.

However, other people may not yet be that fortunate to have access to such information and/or

awareness and writings such as those found in chapter 11 could be really dangerous. Additionally,

chapter 11 also overlooks the fact that there are too many parents who are sadly taking children

with them in murder suicides that are clearly not meant to even happen. I could go on explaining

more, but my spiritual heart is guiding me to stop in order to show respect towards the author and

what she has went through (it is just that I felt the need to state why I respectfully disagree with the

notion that the suicides of physically healthy people are meant to happen in the first place (although



I understand that others will agree with everything that is in chapter 11).

I love this book. It changed my life by lightening the burden I hold as a bereaved mother, healer,

seeker. My View from Heaven juxtaposes the supernatural with doses of reality. It may sound

woo-woo, but please be open-minded and this book will bring you gifts. It is wisdom from a spirit,

J.T., who lived on Earth this time for only 7 years. I was invited to edit this book by his mom, Sarina,

who channeled the missive. I felt honored, and the student in me was curious to know what a

departed soul says about the purpose of life. Since I had lost a child like Sarina, I was keenly

interested in what happens in the spiritual realm when people die.This book gave more than I

expected. The first time I read the manuscript a path unfolded in my head, like a new map, and

J.T.'s energy came through in real time. I was in awe communing with him. His tone was friendly,

enthusiastic, and definitely explanatory. I said to myself, this is how things work in heaven and on

earth. Thoughts and actions have consequences. Karma is to be balanced, it is not retribution or

revenge. Souls are of love, light -on Earth they play roles to contribute to each other's learning. The

book implored observation, acceptance instead of judgment. That includes dealing with ourselves.

Let go of how things should be.Everyone has a set of chosen lessons before we are born. That was

difficult to accept, as many of us wonder, why do we experience hardships, traumas, and why do

some people cause so much pain? I dueled with the idea as I worked on the book. I didn't like how

some things are predetermined -even if my soul had chosen the lessons. But I looked at my life and

it totally resonated with what J. T. said. I didn't want to lose a child but the horrible event changed

my life for the better. It took couple of decades to see that. I got to experience others' love for me,

and learned to love myself, realize my calling.J.T. talks about humans having free will. We act and

play in the game of life. We do make choices and they create more paths and webs of

consequences. We are here to find our purpose and live it to the fullest. We are all made of

stardust. Our fellow spirits are around us, watching, learning, ready to support. Here's another place

where an open-mind can help us help ourselves. The book encourages connection to guides and

helpers, the Source energy. Why not? We need all the help we can get.I can go on. I appreciate My

View so much that I ordered it for several beloved clients. It has been months since I read it in its

entirety. As the world progresses, my old ways of thinking and dealing (i.e. judgment and

apprehension) are seeping back into my consciousness. It's time to reread this book. It's a gem and

will bring insight each time. And insight always brings empowerment.-Sue Wang,

www.Connect2Self.com



This is my second book I have read from Sarina. I have lost my baby at birth 11 years ago but the

grief has never left me. Then Sarina's book appeared on my iPad and my healing has started. Since

then I have joined her meeting groups and had a chance to practice connecting with the other

side.This book is a wonderful addition to the first one. J.T. Is an amazing story teller. He explains

things that are quite hard to understand with our human mind in a very simple way. I told my 9 year

old son about this book and he is eager to hear it. I told him I would read it to him when he is a bit

older, but now that I have finished it , I will not wait. He will understand, I think much easier then me,

as he is still so open and still so connected.I recommend this book to anyone who is interested in

knowing about The Other Side and why we are here on this beautiful Earth.Thank you J.T. and

thank you Sarina for this wonderful journey you both took me. Love you both. Andi B.

I found this amazing book uplifting, heartwarming, and truly inspirational. It is well written, spiritually

challenging but easy to understand, and wholly believable. J.T. and his mom, Sarina, share their

journey both in this life and the life after J.T. moved on through death. J.T. is truly an evolved soul

with much wisdom to share. I hope that anyone who has lost a child would read this and find some

consolation and reassurance in these words. It is a beautiful journey worth reading whether you've

lost a loved one or not.
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